Press Release

NCP Secure CE VPN Client supports Microsoft Windows Mobile 5.0

Secure Mobile Computing now also available for the latest generation of mobile end devices.

NÜRNBERG, 01/19/06 – Effective immediately the Secure CE Clients from NCP Engineering GmbH support Microsoft operating system Windows 5.0 for mobile end devices. Thus the latest series of PDAs and MDAs can also be integrated in a highly secure, enterprise-wide data network.

An essential feature of the new Secure CE Client is the simplified realization of E-mail push services in the event of wireless failures. The special connection mode ensures automatic re-establishment of the VPN tunnel. Thus the mobile teleworker is always reachable.

User handling has been further optimized. Thus configuration of network access in the CE Client is unnecessary due to integration of the Pocket PC Connection Manager.

"NCP is one of the first companies to offer clients for Mobile 5.0. We have tested the current Secure Enterprise CE Client intensively. The dial-in function is problem-free; we were particularly impressed with the simple handling and the offering of encryption algorithms".
- Bernhard Steiner security consultant in the area of networks and VPN at Secaron AG.

The CE Client software has all the features of the NCP Secure Remote Access solutions. This also includes support of various authentication processes such as one-time password processes (OTP tokens) and certificate-based processes (soft certificates, multimedia card) for setting up secure VPN connections to the corporate network. An integrated Personal Firewall is also included with the product. The Personal Firewall works dynamically and enables specification of defined filter rules depending on the respective network environment, as well as secure release of network access to public WLANs (hotspots) via the browser.

Availability and sources
Mobile 5.0 is supported by the NCP Entry CE Client version 2.21, as well as by the NCP Enterprise CE Client version 2.11. The software is available from NCP sales partners. A 30-day full version for testing is available and can be downloaded at http://www.ncp.de/deutsch/services/testsoftware/index_entry.html.
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Telephone number for reader enquiries: +49 911/99 68 –102 or contact marketing@ncp.de
About NCP:
NCP Engineering GmbH, founded in 1986 with headquarters in Nürnberg, develops highly secure communication software for companies, government agencies, organizations and carriers. NCP focuses on connecting stationary and mobile end devices, branch-office and subsidiary networks. The Internet, public dial-in networks, local networks, and wireless LANS serve as transmission paths. Core competencies lie in the areas of IP routing, communication in dial-in networks, central management of remote PCs, as well as encryption and VPN technologies. The company offers application-neutral and industry-neutral security solutions for any remote access environment based on its Secure Communications product line. In addition NCP product technology guarantees integration and compatibility with products from other manufacturers. NCP solutions are sold, integrated and serviced by certified partners.
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